Genome-wide distribution of histone H3K18 and H3K27 acetyltransferases, CBP (CREBBP) and p300 (EP300), is used to map enhancers and promoters, but whether these elements functionally require CBP/p300 remains largely uncertain. Here we compared global CBP recruitment with gene expression in wild-type and CBP/p300 double-knockout (dKO) fibroblasts. ChIP-seq using CBP-null cells as a control revealed nearby CBP recruitment for 20% of constitutively-expressed genes, but surprisingly, three-quarters of these genes were unaffected or slightly activated in dKO cells. Computationally defined enhancer-promoter-units (EPUs) having a CBP peak near the enhancer-like element were more predictive, with CBP/p300 deletion attenuating expression of 40% of such constitutively-expressed genes. Examining signal-responsive (Hypoxia Inducible Factor) genes showed that 97% were within 50 kilobases of an inducible CBP peak, and 70% of these required CBP/p300 for full induction. Unexpectedly, most inducible CBP peaks occurred near signal-nonresponsive genes. Finally, single-cell expression analysis revealed additional context dependence where some signal-responsive genes were not uniformly dependent on CBP/p300 in individual cells. While CBP/p300 was needed for full induction of some genes in single-cells, for other genes CBP/p300 increased the probability of maximal expression. Thus, target gene context influences the transcriptional requirement for CBP/p300, possibly by multiple mechanisms.
INTRODUCTION
Only 1.5% of the human genome encodes proteins (1), while most non-coding regions lack annotation for transcriptional regulatory elements and are often not analyzed by genomic sequencing studies. Helping to illuminate this area, the ENCODE project has found evidence for more than 399 000 enhancer-like and 70 000 promoter-like elements (2) . This puts human genetic studies in a new frame of reference, and suggests non-coding mutations that cause disease will remain underappreciated until transcriptional regulatory elements are located and the ability to predict their activity improves (i.e. knowing what, when, where, and how they regulate).
Currently, genomic approaches to identify enhancer/promoter associations with their target genes involve correlating gene expression with various enhancerassociated entities such as: DNA sequence motifs, recruited transcriptional regulatory proteins and non-coding RNAs, nucleosome position and packing, long-range chromatin and gene interactions, and modifications of DNA and histones (3) . Although very useful for annotating noncoding loci, such approaches yield primarily correlative data that may not reflect functional requirement. Indeed, establishing functional relevance is especially problematic for histone modifications since analysis of histone mutants is typically not feasible in mammals; such studies carried out in yeast have revealed surprisingly modest or specific phenotypes for many N-terminal histone mutants (4-13) (reviewed in Bedford et al. (14) ). Studies that examine the location/functional association of enhancer-correlated histone acetyltransferases on a genome-wide scale in mammalian cells have not been carried out so far, but should help elucidate this correlation/causation conundrum.
The closely related KAT3 histone/lysine acetyltransferase (HAT or KAT) coactivators, CBP (CREBBP) and p300 (EP300) (collectively CBP/p300) are reported to interact with more than 400 different proteins (15) . In mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs), CBP and p300 are essential for more than 90% of the acetylation found on lysines 18 and 27 in the tail of histone H3 (16, 17) . H3K27ac in particular is strongly correlated with active enhancers and promoters (18) (19) (20) . Beyond their roles in histone and protein acetylation, CBP and p300 have also been proposed to coactivate transcription by enhancing elongation (21) and to function as adaptors between transcription factors and the basal transcriptional machinery, including Pol II (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) . Consequently, CBP/p300 recruitment is often interpreted as causing a positive effect on transcription, typically via histone acetylation, however CBP and p300 have sometimes also been associated with repression (14, 15, 27) .
These traits implicate CBP and p300 broadly in transcriptional regulation and multiple studies have focused on them as proxies to locate promoter-proximal and enhancer elements (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) . Other regulatory element mapping studies have performed chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP)-seq for p300 or CBP in conjunction with H3K27ac and other chromatin associated marks (18, 19, 29, (33) (34) (35) (36) (37) . Yet, despite the utility of CBP and p300 for locating enhancers and promoter-proximal elements, their function at these regulatory regions remains largely unknown and uncertain (15, 16, (38) (39) (40) (41) (42) .
For the first time, we report the use of ChIP-seq with both wild-type (WT) and CBP null cells to rigorously identify genomic sites of CBP recruitment. Under conditions of constitutive-growth and signaling (hypoxia mimetic) regimens, this information was compared to gene expression for both bulk cultures and single cells using a unique cell system where CBP and p300 are both deleted (16, 39) . Our findings show that CBP and p300 are important for the expression of many, but not all genes near sites of CBP recruitment. However, CBP/p300 function does not follow a straightforward rule, and target gene context (i.e. which gene and which individual cell) is important.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Culture and treatment of mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs)
Independent isolates of primary CBP/p300 dKO MEFs were generated as previously described (16) . Briefly, CBP flox/flox ;p300 flox/flox embryos homozygous for Cre-LoxP conditional alleles of both CBP and p300 were harvested at e14.5 to produce MEFs that were maintained under 3% oxygen to delay the onset of senescence (43) . MEFs were placed in a normoxia incubator 24 h before treatment with 100 m 2,2 dipyridyl (DP, a hypoxia mimetic, Sigma D-7505). MEFs were infected with adenovirus expressing Cre recombinase (MOI 100) for 16 h and all experiments (ChIP, RNA and acid extraction of histones) were performed 4 days after Cre viral transduction. Deletion of CBP and p300 was confirmed by semi-quantitative genomic polymerase chain reaction (PCR), immunofluorescence (IF) and western blot.
Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) and ChIP-seq
ChIP assays were carried out as described previously (40) . Briefly, primary MEFs were incubated for 20 min in 3% formaldehyde in phosphate buffered saline at room temperature (efficient crosslinking of the non-DNA binding protein CBP requires increased fixation stringency compared with that needed for many transcription factors), the cells were lysed and the lysates sonicated five times for 10 s each at 15 microns in a Soniprep 150 (Sanyo). For ChIP and ChIP-seq experiments, MEFs were treated for 2 h with DP or ethanol vehicle. The generation of CBP and p300 antibodies used for ChIP was previously reported (16) . Hypoxia Inducible Factor (HIF)-1␣ antibody was from Novus (Cat. # NB100-105). Pol II antibody CTD4H8 was from Santa Cruz. For ChIP-seq, ChIP was performed using our CBP antibody on WT and CBP null (CBP flox/ flox ;p300 +/+ ) MEFs. Chromatin was prepared and amplified as described in the Illumina ChIP-seq protocol and sequenced on an Illumina Solexa sequencer. Reads were mapped to the mouse genome build mm9 using BWA 0.5.9 (44) and filtered by removing duplicate reads as well as those with alignment quality score of <1. Total, mapped and finally used read counts for all samples are summarized in Supplementary  Table S12 . Data from biological replicates (independent MEF isolates) were pooled and peaks were called using MACS 1.4.2 (Model-based Analysis of ChIP-seq) software (45) with P-value cutoff of 1E-5. Peaks from an individual replicate were also called using the same cutoff and used as support, as shown in Supplementary Tables S1 and S7 . Constitutive CBP peaks were identified by comparing WT E (ethanol vehicle) with CBP null E (paired calling), with dynamic parameter λ local estimated from 1 or 10 kb window centered at the peak location in CBP null E sample. Because CBP-binding was also observed in the CBP null cells, λ local can be overestimated from the control sample for local chromatin bias and additional peaks were called using λ local estimated from 10 kb window of WT E sample only (single calling). All peaks required a ratio of peak scores WT E/CBP null E ≥ 2. The peak scores were defined as the maximum average coverage of each 40 bp window within 500 bp of the peak summit, instead of using read pileup at the peak summit, which is single base, or read per kilobase peak region per million reads (RPKM) which can be affected by peak size. A similar approach was applied to identify DPinducible CBP peaks, by comparing WT DP with CBP null DP (paired calling) or WT DP with surrounding region (single calling). DP inducible peaks were defined as having a ratio of WT DP/WT EtOH ≥ 1.7 and a ratio of WT DP/CBP null DP ≥ 2. ChIP-seq results were viewed using the Integrative Genomics Viewer (IGV) 2.2 (46, 47) . Comparisons with the MEF enhancers defined by Shen et al. (36) used the enhancer locations and gene associations provided in Shen et al. Supplementary Table S7 . CBP constitutive peaks from our study that were within 2 kb of the MEF predicted enhancers reported by Shen et al. were considered to be associated. We chose the 2 kb distance because published data (Supplementary Figure S15 in Shen et al.) shows that nearly 80% of p300 binding sites are within 2 kb of a predicted enhancer (36) .
Indirect immunofluorescence
MEFs were seeded on glass slides 3 days after treatment with Cre-expressing adenovirus and grown overnight.
Nucleic Acids Research, 2014, Vol. 42, No. 18 11365 The following day the cells were fixed, permeabilized and stained as previously described (16) . CBP N-terminal (A-22), C-terminal (C-20) and p300 N-terminal (N-20) and C-terminal (C-20) antibodies used for IF were from Santa Cruz. Anti-rabbit CY3 secondary antibody was from Jackson Immunologicals (Cat # 711-165-152).
Acid extraction of histones and histone antibodies
Acid extraction of histones was performed as described in Shechter et al. (48) . Briefly, cells were pelleted, resuspended in a hypotonic lysis buffer and ruptured by swelling and mechanical shearing. The intact nuclei were pelleted and resuspended in 0.4 N sulfuric acid after which the nuclear debris was pelleted leaving the histones in the acidic supernatant. The histones were then precipitated with tricloroacetic acid and washed with ice cold acetone before being dissolved in distilled water. The histones were quantitated, run on a 15% sodium dodecylsulphate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and blotted on nitrocellulose membrane. Antibodies against H3K27ac and H3K18ac were from Diagenode (Cat # C15410196, Lot # A1723-0041D) and Abcam (Cat # ab1191, Lot # 940498).
Standard qRT-PCR and microarrays
MEFs were treated for 3 h with the hypoxia-mimetic 100 m 2,2 -DP (Sigma D7505) or ethanol vehicle (treatment times for timecourse experiment in Figure 6 were as indicated). We chose a relatively short DP treatment time to increase the likelihood that induced genes would be direct transcriptional targets of HIF. For multi-cell cultures, RNA was made using Trizol (Invitrogen). RNA was quantified on a NanoDrop 8000 (Thermo Scientific) and 100 ng per reaction was reverse-transcribed using SuperScript II (Invitrogen). qRT-PCR was performed using primers designed by our lab (sequences available on request) and QuantiTect SYBR Master Mix (Qiagen) or Taqman Gene Expression Assays (Applied Biosystems) and QuantiTect Probe Master Mix (Qiagen) on an Opticon (MJ Research) or CFX Connect (Bio Rad) real time PCR instrument. Microarray experiments used the Affymetrix HT MG-430 PM Array. Biotinylated cRNA was prepared according to the standard Affymetrix 3 IVT Express protocol starting with 100 ng of total RNA (GeneChip 3 IVT Express Kit 702646 Rev. 8, 2008 8, -2010 . Following fragmentation, 5 g of cRNA was hybridized for 16 h at 45
• C on each array. GeneChips were washed, stained and scanned in the Affymetrix GeneTitan system. Probe signals were quantile normalized and summarized by the RMA algorithm using the Affymetrix Expression Console Software v1.1. Microarray data were further analyzed using Spotfire software (TIBCO).
Single cell real time RT-PCR and RNA standards
WT and CBP/p300 dKO MEFs that also contain an eYFP reporter transgene that was expressed after Cre-mediated recombination (49) were treated with Cre-expressing adenovirus overnight to recombine the floxed alleles. Three days after exposure to Cre, the cells were serum-starved overnight, treated 3 h with 100 m DP, then trypsinized and individual eYFP + cells were sorted using a BD Biosciences Aria into individual wells of a 96-well plate each containing 4.5 l Resuspension Buffer, 0.45 l Lysis Enhancer (both from CellsDirect One-Step qRT-PCR Kit (Invitrogen)) and 0.1 l RNAsin (Promega) and frozen until use. Reverse transcription (RT) and amplification of single cell RNA was carried out using a modification of the CellsDirect One-Step qRT-PCR Kit protocol and the protocol described by Dalerba et al. (50) . Briefly, Taqman Gene Expression Assays (Applied Biosystems) for the genes of interest were diluted 1:100 in a mixture and 2.5 l was added to each single cell well plus 5 l of CellsDirect 2x Reaction Mix. Wells were heated to 90
• C for 1 min in a PCR machine then the temperature was ramped slowly to 50
• C at 0.1
• C per second. Five microlitre 2x Reaction Mix and 1 l Superscript III/Platinum Taq Mix was added to each well and RT was carried out for 20 min at 50
• C, then wells were heated 2 min at 95
• C followed by 20 cycles of preamplification 15 s 95
• C, 4 min 60 • C. Thirty microliter of DNasefree water was added to each well and 2 l of each reaction was used for a subsequent 30 cycles of qPCR amplification (15 s 95
• C, 1 min 60
• C) and real time detection (CFX Connect, Bio Rad) with the separate individual Taqman Gene Expression Assays, and Quantitech Probe PCR Mastermix (Qiagen). RNA standards were produced by cloning relevant PCR products amplified from cDNA generated from DP-treated MEFs into pcDNA3 (Invitrogen) using the InFusion cloning system (Clontech) and in vitro transcribing and purifying RNA using MEGAscript and MEGAclear kits (Applied Biosystems). In vitro transcribed RNA was checked for size and degradation on an Agilent Bioanalyser and quantified on a NanoDrop 8000 (Thermo Scientific). The number of molecules per ng of RNA was determined using the RNA length and base composition. Appropriately diluted RNA standards were reverse transcribed and amplified as described for single cells.
Data access
Sequencing and microarray data from this study have been submitted to the NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) and are listed as reference series GSE54454. ChIP-seq data files are subseries GSE54453. Microarray data files are subseries GSE54452.
RESULTS
ChIP-seq of CBP in wild-type MEFs and control MEFs lacking CBP
To relate CBP genomic distribution to CBP/p300 function, we first performed CBP chromatin immunoprecipitation followed by massively parallel DNA sequencing (ChIPseq) using both WT and CBP null (CBP flox/ flox ;p300 +/+ ) MEFs (Supplementary Figure S1A) . The MEFs lacking CBP provide an excellent control for CBP antibody specificity. These ChIP-seq data were paired with gene expression from WT and CBP/p300 double knockout (dKO) MEFs. These primary MEFs (reported previously in (16) (16) . We further verified the absence of full length or truncated CBP and p300 in dKO MEFs by IF using individual antibodies raised against either the amino-or carboxy-terminus of CBP or p300 (Supplementary Figure S1B and C) . Western blot showed that dKO MEFs lack appreciable acetylation of H3K18 or H3K27, confirming the >90% reduction of these modifications previously shown by western blot and mass spec analyses (16, 17) (Figure 1 ). Distance to nearest constitutive CBP peak fails to predict target gene CBP/p300 transcriptional dependence Analysis of CBP ChIP-seq data from WT MEFs using MACS (Model based analysis for ChIP-seq) software identified 16 926 CBP peaks that were ≥2-fold above the background defined in control CBP null MEFs (Figure 2A , Supplementary Table S1 ). Forty-five percent of these CBP peaks were located more than 50 kb from any known gene promoter and only 15% were located within 2.5 kb of a transcriptional start site (Figure 2A ). We assessed expression for genes where the TSS was within 2.5 kb of the nearest CBP peak, but surprisingly, out of 2132 microarray-represented expressed genes meeting this criteria, only 495 (23.2%) were reduced 20% or more in dKO MEFs ( Figure 2B , Supplementary Table S2 ). Most genes close to a constitutive CBP peak showed no change or a slight increase in expression in dKO MEFs ( Figure 2B ). Genes for which the closest CBP peak was more distant from the TSS showed similar patterns of dependence on CBP/p300 as genes with a more proximal CBP peak ( Figure 2C , 2.5-25 kb; 2D, 25-50 kb and 2E, more than 50 kb from TSS to nearest CBP peak, see also Supplementary Table S2 ). Together these data suggest that distance to the nearest CBP peak alone is a relatively poor predictor of gene expression requirement for CBP and p300, and that a large number of genes may be mildly repressed by CBP and p300.
Gene up-regulation in dKO cells could be due to loss of CBP/p300 repressive activity, increased availability of transcriptional co-factors when other genes are down-regulated, or increased expression of non-CBP/p300 coactivators (as seen with the CREB coactivator CTRC in dKO MEFs (16) ). Indeed, transient assays using reporter plasmids and ectopically expressed proteins previously showed that p300 has repressor activity in particular contexts (51, 52) . Endogenous Myb-responsive genes also appear to require an interaction with CBP/p300 for either activation or repression (27, 53) . The use of dKO cells here further suggests that a surprisingly large percentage of constitutively expressed endogenous genes might be moderately repressed by CBP/p300. TSS proximal CBP recruitment is less pronounced for the genes that most require CBP/p300 for expression
We next looked at the distribution of the CBP ChIP signal for genes with a CBP peak within 2.5 kb of the TSS ( Figure 2B ). In general, most of these genes showed the strongest CBP ChIP signal in the region very close to the TSS ( Figure 3A , Supplementary Table S3 ). However, we observed that the CBP ChIP signal appeared weaker or more diffuse at genes with decreased expression in the absence of CBP/p300 ( Figure 3A , left side; compare the profiles of CBP/p300 dependent genes at the top of the heatmap with those of genes that do not require CBP/p300 in the middle of the heatmap and those with increased expression in the absence of CBP/p300 at the bottom of the heatmap). A similar, but more muted pattern is seen in CBP ChIP of control CBP null MEFs ( Figure 3A , right side). It is unlikely these diminished peaks are due entirely to residual CBP protein because recombination of the conditional CBP alleles was very efficient in this experiment (Supplementary Figure S1A) , and CBP and p300 protein is not detectable by 2 days following recombination of the floxed alleles (16) (chromatin for the CBP ChIP-seq was harvested 4 days after recombination). Other possible explanations are some degree of antiserum crossreactivity (Supplementary Figure  S1D shows a CBP western), or that these TSS proximal regions have higher background than the surrounding area because of open chromatin and/or the presence of many transcriptional machinery components.
We next generated histograms of the average CBP tag density in 100 bp bins of the 2.5 kb on either side of the TSS for genes grouped by the effect of CBP/p300 deletion on their expression. These histograms confirmed that genes with decreased expression in the absence of CBP/p300 demonstrate lower CBP ChIP tag density in the TSS proximal region ( Figure 3B ). To determine whether this group of CBP/p300 dependent genes had smaller peaks, we measured the mean height of the closest called CBP peak to the TSS for genes with a CBP peak within 2.5 kb of the TSS ( Figure 3C ). We found that the CBP peak heights did not differ significantly for genes that require CBP/p300 for their expression versus those that do not ( Figure 3C , one way ANOVA with Tukey post test of CBP peak measurements in WT MEFs, mean +/− 95% CI). Instead, it appears that the CBP peaks for genes with decreased expression in the absence of CBP/p300 are less tightly clustered near the TSS. This interpretation is supported by the histogram analysis ( Figure 3B ). The shoulders of the histogram for genes with decreased expression in dKO MEFs are higher than the other histograms indicating increased CBP ChIP tag density more distal to the TSS and especially in the gene bodies ( Figure 3B ). Together these data indicate that increased recruitment of CBP close to the TSS is correlated with less dependence on CBP/p300 for gene expression.
Genes associated with enhancers that recruit CBP are more likely to be CBP/p300 dependent than genes without such enhancers CBP and p300 are invaluable for locating gene distal regulatory elements, so we were not surprised to find that many constitutive CBP peaks were quite far from known gene TSSs ( Figure 2A ). However, determining which genes distal enhancers influence remains a challenge. We utilized the dataset of enhancer-promoter-units (EPUs) defined by Shen et (36) to associate TSS distal constitutive CBP peaks with genes they might be regulating. Shen et al. defined 46 079 EPU enhancer-like elements in MEFs, and nearly 80% of recruitment sites they found for p300 (the CBP paralog) were within 2 kb of one of these predicted enhancers. Based upon this co-occurrence distance, we determined that 6467 of the MEF enhancers predicted by Shen et al. were within 2 kb of a constitutive CBP peak defined in our study (Figure 4A, Supplementary Table S4 ). Of the 6625 microarrayrepresented genes that were expressed in MEFs and reported by Shen et al. to be controlled by one or more MEF EPU enhancer-like elements, 2127 genes were associated with one or more EPU element that were within 2 kb of a constitutive CBP peak ( Figure 4B , Supplementary Tables  S4 and S5 ). We next examined the constitutive expression of genes associated with EPU enhancer-like elements within 2 kb of a constitutive CBP peak ( Figure 4B ), and those more than 2 kb from a peak ( Figure 4C ). About 40% of genes associated with an EPU element within 2 kb of a CBP peak showed decreased expression upon deletion of CBP and p300. However, the majority of genes associated with both EPU enhancer-like element classes (59.3% for those near CBP peaks and 83.5% for those more than 2 kb from CBP peaks) displayed >20% decrease in expression in the absence of CBP and p300 ( Figure 4B and C). As with CBP recruitment near gene TSS ( Figure 3C ), there was no difference in the size of the CBP peaks at EPUs associated with genes showing decreased, unchanged or increased expression in the absence of CBP/p300 ( Figure 4D , Supplementary Table S6 ). Shen et al. showed that many genes are linked to multiple EPU enhancer-like elements (36) . We therefore speculated that genes that were expressed in the absence of CBP/p300 and associated with EPU elements near CBP peaks might use other EPU elements that are distant from CBP peaks. Counterintuitively, we found that this was not the case. Genes with more than 10 EPU enhancer-like elements that were more than 2 kb from a CBP peak (in addition to at least one EPU element close to a CBP peak) were slightly more dependent on CBP/p300 on average for their expression than genes with only EPU elements that were near CBP peaks ( Figure 4E , two-tailed t-test, P < 0.0001).
Signal-dependent CBP recruitment and gene expression in response to the hypoxia mimetic, 2,2 -dipyridyl
Examining a signal-dependent system provides two useful advantages. First, it simplifies analysis of the association between distal regulatory elements and gene expression. Sec- ond, it provides a mechanistic comparison to the results obtained for constitutive gene expression. To this end, we examined CBP recruitment and gene expression in response to the hypoxia mimetic 2,2 -DP, as CBP and p300 are well known coactivators of the HIF family of transcription factors (54, 55) .
The physiologically important CH1 domain of CBP and p300 (56) directly binds HIF1␣ through its C-terminal activation domain (57, 58) , and the interaction between CBP/p300 and HIF is modeled to play a critical role in hypoxia-inducible gene expression (55) . Previously, we showed that CBP and p300 are strongly recruited to regulatory elements in response to HIF-inducing stimuli and that full induction of many, but not all, HIF-responsive genes requires the intact CH1 domain of CBP and p300 (41, 42) . To test this model on a genome-wide scale, we treated MEFs with DP and assessed CBP recruitment in WT and CBP null MEFs by ChIP-seq, and gene expression in WT and dKO MEFs by Affymetrix microarray.
Both promoters and enhancers recruit CBP in response to DP treatment
We found 2734 DP-inducible CBP peaks in WT MEFs that were ≥2-fold above the background in CBP null MEFs (Supplementary Table S7 ). Unlike constitutive CBP peaks, DP-inducible CBP peaks were more often located near gene promoters (43% were within 2.5 kb of a TSS, Figure 5A ), but a sizeable fraction of inducible peaks (19%) were more than 50 kb away from any known gene TSS ( Figure 5A ). Frequency distributions of the DP-inducible CBP peaks in the 200 kb surrounding TSSs showed that they clustered near promoters ( Figure 5B ) with the highest frequency just 5 of the TSS ( Figure 5C ).
Most DP inducible CBP peaks contain a canonical HRE
We next examined the sequences under DP-inducible CBP peaks for canonical hypoxia responsive elements (HREs, RCGTG, with R representing A or G), which are binding sites for HIF. We found that 90% (2471/2734) of the DPinducible CBP peaks contained at least one RCGTG HRE in the 150 bases on either side of the peak summits (Sup- Figure 3 . The average CBP chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) signal around the TSS of constitutively expressed genes is lower for genes that require CBP/p300 for their expression. (A) Heatmap of average CBP ChIP tags in the 2.5 kb (100 bp bins) on either side of the TSS of constitutively expressed genes with a called CBP peak in the same region. Genes are ranked by the effect of CBP/p300 loss on their expression. Average CBP ChIP tags from both WT and control CBP null MEFs are shown. Black arrow indicates lower limit of genes decreased at least 50% in CBP/p300 dKO MEFs compared with WT. (B) Histograms of average density of CBP ChIP tags from WT (solid lines) and CBP null (dotted lines) MEFs in 100 bp bins in the 2.5 kb on either side of the TSS of constitutively expressed genes with a called CBP peak in the same region. Genes grouped by the effect of CBP/p300 loss upon their expression, decreased (blue lines, at least a 20% decrease in expression), unchanged (black lines, expression in dKO cells within 20% of expression in WT) and increased (red lines, more than a 20% increase in expression.) (C) Mean CBP ChIP peak height at center of the peak closest to the TSS for constitutively expressed genes having a called CBP peak within 2.5 kb of their TSS. Mean +/− 95% CI. Gene groupings the same as in (B).
plementary Table S7 ). The frequency distribution of HREs shows clustering at the center of the peak for all HREs present in the sequence (Figure 5D ), or if only the most central HRE is examined ( Figure 5E ). This is expected if CBP is recruited via HIF bound to an HRE, and suggests that DP-dependent CBP recruitment occurs primarily via HIF. TSS proximal and distal DP-inducible CBP peaks contained HREs at similar frequencies, although peaks that were within 2.5 kb of a TSS had a slightly higher incidence ( Figure 5F , 94% compared with 87% for all other groups, two-sided t-test, P < 0.0002). 
DP-dependent CBP recruitment near a gene promoter does not reliably predict induced gene expression
We next investigated the inducibility of genes that recruit CBP near their TSS in response to DP. Surprisingly, we found that of the 952 microarray-represented genes expressed in MEFs and having a DP-inducible CBP peak within 2.5 kb of the TSS, only 399 genes (41.9%) showed a signal increase of more than 20% in response to DP treatment ( Figure 5G , Supplementary Table S8 ). For more than half of the genes with a DP-inducible CBP peak within 2.5 kb of the TSS (527/952), the DP-inducible expression value was within 20% of the uninduced expression value (the remaining 26 genes were repressed 20-60% by DP). We confirmed this finding for several genes including Ddah1 (Figure 6 , see also Zfp653, Vps8 and Rnf7 in Supplementary Figure S2 ). The Ddah1 promoter displayed prodigious DPdependent CBP recruitment in our ChIP-seq experiment ( Figure 6A ). We confirmed the DP-inducible recruitment of CBP and p300 by conventional ChIP, as well as the recruitment of HIF1␣ and Pol II at the same locus ( Figure  6B and C). Ddah1 mRNA showed no increase at 3, 8 and 24 h following DP treatment by qRT-PCR for mature spliced mRNA ( Figure 6D ) or primary unspliced transcripts (Figure 6E) . Unlike DP-inducible CBP recruitment to 'poised' regulatory elements at unexpressed genes like Epo (Supplementary Figure S3 ), MEFs express Ddah1 in the absence of DP ( Figure 6E ). Thus, the Ddah1 TSS region recruits CBP in response to DP ( Figure 6A and B), as well as more Pol II ( Figure 6C ), but transcription does not increase ( Figure 6D and E).
Inducible gene expression is a good indicator of nearby inducible CBP recruitment
The relatively poor correlation between DP-inducible CBP recruitment near a promoter and inducible expression of the gene surprised us. We next inverted the relationship by asking whether most DP-inducible genes are located near inducible CBP peaks. We looked at genes induced at least 2-fold by DP and with a known location in the mouse genome, and determined the distance to the inducible CBP peak that was closest to the TSS of each gene (Supplementary Table S9 ). We found that 79.3% (119/150) had a DPinducible CBP peak within 2.5 kb of the TSS and most (89/150 or 59.3%) had such a peak within 500 bases of the TSS. Only five of the 150 genes (Cdk5r1, Flrt3, Klf10, Sik1 and Sox9) did not have a scored DP-inducible CBP ChIPseq peak within 50 kb of their TSS. Close examination of these loci showed that three (Cdk5r1, Klf10 and Sox9) had very weak DP-inducible CBP peaks at their promoters that did not meet peak calling criteria (data not shown). Thus DP-inducible gene expression is a very good predictor of a nearby inducible CBP peak. We next examined the expression of DP-inducible genes in dKO compared with WT MEFs (Figure 7 , Supplementary Table S10 ). Similar to what we had seen for mutation of just the CH1 domain of CBP and p300 (41, 42) , the expression of many, but not all, DP-inducible genes were decreased in dKO compared with WT MEFs ( Figure 7A ). While expression of 43.3% of DP-inducible genes was reduced 50% or more by the loss of CBP and p300, more than a quarter were decreased <20%, including a few whose expression increased ( Figure 7B ). Indeed, even narrowing our focus to HIF target genes defined in previous studies (59) (60) (61) , it was clear that loss of CBP/p300 did not affect all HIF targets equally and that some were quite unaffected ( Figure  7A , filled dots in scatterplot, Supplementary Table S10).
The proximity of DP-inducible CBP peaks to inducible gene TSS provides imperfect predictive value for the CBP/p300 dependence of gene expression
Since most DP-inducible genes have a nearby inducible CBP peak, we searched for characteristics of the peaks that could predict the CBP/p300 dependence of genes. First, we performed ChIP for HIF-1␣, since decreased HIF recruitment at CBP/p300 dependent genes could explain their reduced expression in dKO MEFs. We found that while expression of Egln3, Slc2a1 and Pfkfb3 differs substantially in response to loss of CBP and p300 ( Figure 8A-C) , HIF-1␣ is recruited, along with CBP and p300 to sites near all of these genes in response to DP treatment ( Figure 8E-G) . Importantly, HIF-1␣ was recruited equivalently in WT and dKO MEFs for all three of these genes ( Figure 8E-G) , indicating that HIF-1␣ availability was not generally responsible for differences in their expression. While some genes we tested did appear to exhibit reduced HIF-1␣ recruitment in dKO compared with WT MEFs, this did not consistently correlate with a reduction in gene expression. This is shown for Higd1a (Figure 8H) , which does not demonstrate significantly reduced expression ( Figure 8D , WT DP versus dKO DP, two-tailed t-test, P = 0.51). This strongly suggests that changes in HIF-1␣ ChIP signal in dKO MEFs at some loci may stem from technical considerations, such as changes in protein/DNA cross-linking efficiency in the absence of CBP/p300, rather than actual changes in HIF recruitment. Taken together, these data demonstrate that for HIF-1␣ target genes, CBP/p300 recruitment does not necessarily equate with CBP/p300 requirement for gene expression.
We next evaluated whether the location of DP-inducible CBP recruitment relative to an inducible TSS correlated with gene expression dependence on CBP/p300. Based on our findings from constitutively expressed genes (Figure 3) , we first analyzed the CBP ChIP tag density around the TSS of genes that were induced at least 2-fold by DP. As with constitutively expressed genes, DP inducible genes that required CBP/p300 for their full expression had a reduced TSS-proximal CBP ChIP tag density compared to genes with unchanged expression in the absence of CBP/p300 ( Figure 9A , Supplementary Figure S4 and Table S11 ). However, unlike constitutively expressed genes, the TSSproximal CBP ChIP tag density for genes with decreased expression in the absence of CBP/p300 was similar to that for genes with increased expression ( Figure 9A ). There was also a weak relationship between increased distance of the closest called DP-inducible CBP peak to the TSS (regardless of whether the peak was upstream or downstream of the TSS) and reduced expression in the absence of CBP and p300 ( Figure 9B ). We found no correlation between peak height and CBP/p300 gene dependence for the entire gene set (regardless of peak distance from the TSS (data not shown) or when we limited the analysis to genes with peaks within 2.5 kb of the TSS ( Figure 9C ). There also was no difference between the sequences flanking the HREs in DP-inducible CBP peaks associated with genes that showed decreased expression in the absence of CBP and p300 versus those that were unchanged or increased. There was, however, a hint that the peaks associated with genes having unchanged or increased expression in the absence of CBP and p300 occur in a somewhat more GC-rich environment (compare Figure 9D with E, also Supplementary Table S9). As we saw for constitutively expressed genes, genes that require CBP/p300 for their DP-inducible expression have less TSS proximal CBP recruitment than genes with unchanged expression in the absence of CBP/p300 ( Figure 9A ). However, DP-inducible genes for which CBP/p300 loss produces increased expression have similar levels of TSS proximal CBP recruitment as genes with decreased expression. Consequently, the function of TSS proximal CBP recruitment appears more complicated for DP-inducible genes than for constitutively expressed genes (however, statistically significant conclusions may be obscured because of the relatively small sample size of DP-inducible genes). treatment). We therefore examined CBP/p300-dependent coactivation in single cells to determine whether CBP/p300 uniformly increases gene expression in the population, or whether CBP/p300 influences the probability of expression.
To address these possibilities, we utilized WT and CBP flox/flox ;p300 flox/flox (dKO) MEFs that also contain a Cre recombinase responsive YFP reporter transgene. This allowed us to FACS purify single cells where Cre-mediated recombination has occurred (YFP + ). Single cells were lysed and mRNA was reverse transcribed using gene-specific primers, then amplified, allowing expression of multiple genes to be examined in the same cell. We used the expression of two housekeeping genes, Ubc and Actb, to eliminate wells with degraded RNA or without a cell ( Figure 10B and C).
We examined 10 genes shown to be DP-inducible by Affymetrix microarray analysis of RNA from bulk cells and that were associated with DP-inducible CBP peaks (Supplementary Figure S5 and Table S9 ) that display a range of dependence on CBP and p300 for their expression. We found that for Cacna1h, Egln3, Slc2a3 and Stc1, which are strongly dependent on CBP/p300 for their expression when measured in bulk populations, more dKO than WT DP-treated cells expressed undetectable mRNA levels ( Figure 10D-G) . However, for two of these genes, Slc2a3 and Stc1, the range of mRNA expression in WT and dKO DP-treated cells overlapped completely ( Figure 10F and G). In contrast, for Cacna1h and Egln3, no dKO DPtreated cells achieved the highest levels of expression seen in WT DP-treated cells ( Figure 10D and E) . The CBP/p300-dependence of Slc2a3 and Stc1 is a uniform phenomenon only when averaged across a cell population; at the single cell level any given dKO DP-treated cell can express these genes as highly as any given WT DP-treated cell. Some genes with more limited requirement for CBP/p300 (Slc2a1, Vegfa, Higd1a and Egln1, Figure 10H -K) also showed evidence that the highest level of gene activation was not attained in the absence of CBP/p300, although these genes were induced in most cells with or without CBP/p300. These results suggest that CBP and p300 can act to increase the rate and/or probability of transcription, depending on target gene context.
The range of expression we measured between individual DP-treated WT cells was substantial (as much as ∼100-fold), but some genes, showed even greater variance amongst dKO cells (Figure 10 , note especially panels K, L and M; variance values in Table 1 ). High variance in gene expression between seemingly homogeneous single cells has been reported in many studies (65) . It has previously been hypothesized that changes to chromatin state caused by mutation of regulators like CBP and p300 might contribute to variability in gene expression (66, 67) . It is not clear, however, whether the increased variation in gene expression we see would affect cell phenotype.
Interestingly, when we examined the expression of multiple genes in the same cell, we found that the four DPinducible genes that are the most dependent on CBP/p300 in bulk cell populations (Cacna1h, Egln3, Slc2a3 and Stc1), were not uniformly regulated amongst individual dKO DPtreated cells lacking CBP and p300 (Figure 11 ). Pairwise comparisons between the expression of these genes in dKO cells showed at best a modest correlation (Table 2) . We observed the gamut of expression patterns in dKO cells for these CBP/p300 dependent genes from all four expressed . DP-inducible genes are usually located near DP-inducible CBP peaks, but their CBP/p300 dependence is poorly predicted by peak size or distance. (A) Histograms of average density of CBP ChIP tags in 100 bp bins in the 2.5 kb on either side of the TSS of DP-inducible genes with a called CBP peak in the same region. Genes grouped by the effect of CBP/p300 loss upon their induced expression, decreased (dotted line, at least a 20% decrease in expression), unchanged (solid line, expression in dKO cells within 20% of expression in WT) and increased (dashed line, more than a 20% increase in expression.) (B and C) Distance (B) or height (C) of the closest DP-inducible CBP peak to the TSS of genes induced at least 2-fold by DP. Distances in bases (B) were log 2 transformed to reduce variance. Height analysis (C) includes 117 DP-inducible genes with a DP-inducible CBP peak <2.5 kb from TSS. CBP/p300 dependence expressed as the average (log 2 ) expression in DP-treated CBP flox/ flox ;p300 flox/ flox (dKO) MEFs minus the average (log 2 ) expression in DP-treated WT MEFs. A score of −1 represents a 50% decrease in dKO DP gene expression compared with WT DP, a score of 1 represents a 2-fold increase. (D and E) Sequence surrounding centermost RCGTG HREs from DP-inducible CBP peaks closest to TSS of genes decreased (D, avg dKO DP − avg WT DP < −1 log 2 ) or unchanged or increased (E, avg dKO DP − avg WT DP > −0.15 log 2 ) in the absence of CBP and p300. D and E generated using weblogo.berkeley.edu.
( Figure 11 , dKO DP cells #10 and #30), to none detectable (dKO DP cells #23 and #24), as well as most combinations of one, two and three of the genes expressed. We confirmed that CBP and p300 are efficiently deleted in individual YFP + dKO cells and thus are not the cause of the observed variation between cells (Supplementary Figure S6) . In summary, CBP is widely recruited in the genome in both constitutive and signaling-dependent settings. This study produced several novel insights. First, genome-wide analysis revealed that nearly all DP-inducible genes show DP-dependent recruitment of CBP to a nearby HRE. Second, genome-wide analysis also showed that some genes recruit CBP in a signal-dependent manner without a con- Figure 11 . Genes that require CBP and p300 for expression are not tightly co-regulated in individual CBP/p300 dKO cells. Stacked bar chart showing CBP/p300 dependent genes. Each bar represents gene expression in a WT or dKO cell treated for 3 h with DP. Absence of a gene from a bar indicates the mRNA was not detected in that cell. Real time PCR cycle data (shown in Figure 9 ) were adjusted for each gene so that in cells that did not amplify a product, the cycle was set to zero and the cell with the lowest non-zero cycle value for that gene was set to one. All other cells cycle values for the gene were adjusted so that they maintained the same relationship to the lowest non-zero cycle value [i.e. cycle value -(lowest non-zero cycle value -1)]. Figure S2 ). Target gene context clearly influences the degree to which CBP and p300 are required for expression; however, the gene characteristics governing this phenomenon remain opaque. Third, our analysis of gene expression in individual cells ( Figure 10 ) revealed novel patterns of CBP/p300 dependence that are not observable in bulk cell cultures. These observations suggest that the coactivation mechanisms provided by CBP and p300 for specific genes also appear to be context dependent and may affect both the rate and the probability of transcription.
DISCUSSION
This study demonstrates, on a genome-wide scale, that CBP recruitment is an imperfect indicator of gene expression that requires CBP and p300. Although CBP/p300 are clearly important for transcription on a broad scale, context has a major role in determining the extent and manner of CBP/p300-dependence for individual genes. In this regard, 'context' remains poorly defined, but may include characteristics of the target locus (e.g. DNA sequence), signaling pathway, and the individual cell. Thus, even if CBP (and p300) recruitment is highly correlated with enhancer-and promoterelement location, their presence alone is insufficient to predict a high degree of functional requirement. Six conclusions related to gene 'context' in cell populations emerge from this study. First, among constitutively expressed genes with nearby CBP peaks, CBP recruitment to TSS-proximal locations tends to be weaker for genes with CBP/p300 dependent expression (Figure 3) . Second, constitutively expressed genes computationally associated with a distal CBP peak were more likely to show CBP/p300 dependence than those with CBP recruitment within 2.5 kb of the TSS, but in both cases the majority of constitutive genes showed minimal or no CBP/p300 dependence (Figures 2 and 4) . Third, CBP recruitment in response to the hypoxia mimetic DP was more often TSS-proximal than that seen for constitutive CBP peaks. Even so, less than half of the genes with inducible TSS-proximal CBP peaks showed inducible expression ( Figure 5 ). Fourth, while almost all DP-inducible genes had nearby inducible CBP peaks, more than a quarter of inducible genes demonstrated little or no CBP/p300 dependence ( Figure 7) . Fifth, CBP/p300-dependent DP inducible genes had less TSS proximal CBP recruitment than unaffected genes. However, the picture is complicated by similar TSS proximal CBP ChIP signal between genes with decreased and increased expression in the absence of CBP/p300 (Figure 9 ). Sixth, no other features examined, including CBP peak size, HIF1␣ recruitment, or HRE sequence could predict gene expression dependent on CBP/p300 (Figures 8 and 9) .
Single cell measurements of DP-inducible gene expression showed that genes requiring CBP/p300 for full induction in bulk cultures have unique expression patterns in individual cells and were not consistently co-regulated ( Figure  11 ). Moreover, while some of these genes failed to attain full induction in any cell lacking CBP/p300, others could achieve maximal induction in CBP/p300 dKO cells, but at lower frequency than in WT cells (Figure 10 ). This suggests that CBP/p300 may act through different transcriptional mechanisms, depending on the target gene.
Mutation of CBP and p300 also has non-uniform effects on cAMP-dependent transcription
The non-uniform requirement for CBP and p300 displayed by constitutively-expressed and HIF-target genes is not unique. We previously reported similar effects on cAMP-responsive transcription in dKO MEFs (16) and in MEFs bearing point mutations in the KIX domain of CBP and p300 that decrease binding to the cAMPresponsive transcription factor, CREB (40) . For CREB target genes, the coactivator CRTC2, which is not known to have acetyltransferase activity, can rescue the expression of some CBP/p300-dependent cAMP-responsive genes. Indeed, knockdown of CRTC2 reduced the expression of CBP/p300-independent CREB-targets (16) indicating that unrelated non-HAT coactivators can buffer the loss of the CBP/p300 HATs in some contexts.
Why is CBP recruited more widely that it is utilized?
Many genes that do not require CBP and p300 for their expression nonetheless recruit CBP proximal to their TSS or to computational associated enhancer-like elements (Figures 2-4) . Possible explanations for this observation include: (i) Incorrect assignment of genes to regulatory elements; (ii) Recruitment of CBP/p300 by transcription factors bound to regulatory elements despite their utilization only in certain contexts (the so-called 'toolbox' analogy, where a worker takes a full toolbox to a job site but the nature of the job dictates which tools are actually used (14, 15) ); (iii) Compensation for the loss of CBP and p300 by other coactivators at some loci; (iv) Presence of CBP and p300 in the starting cells initiates a self propagated epigenetic state that continues and controls transcription of some genes once CBP and p300 are deleted (a similar notion is suggested in Chong et al. (68) ); (v) CBP/p300 are recruited to provide target-locus functionality (which may not be transcriptional) under contexts that were not tested here (e.g. signaling, developmental, temporal).
The difficulty of correctly associating genes and their regulatory elements, especially ones located distally, makes it likely that misassignment will occur. However, genes computationally linked to EPU enhancer-like elements (36) that were within 2 kb of CBP peaks identified in our study were more likely to exhibit CBP/p300 dependence than genes with CBP recruitment events close to their TSS (where misassignment seems less likely, compare Figures 2B with 4B) . In our study, the computational method of gene-regulatory element assignment created by Shen and colleagues outperformed proximity-based assignments for functional assessment.
For both CREB and HIF target genes, we have observed that CBP and p300 are recruited to genes that do not require them for their expression (Figures 7 and 8) (16) . This suggests that some transcription factors may routinely recruit multiple coactivators, but which coactivation mechanisms are actually utilized is determined by the individual enhancer and/or promoter contexts (i.e. the 'toolbox' analogy). It is possible that CBP/p300 provide coactivation functions at CBP/p300-independent genes, but that in their absence, other coactivators can 'buffer' transcription and carry out these functions. Indeed, other mammalian coactivators for HIF have been described, although none but CBP/p300 are known to possess H3K18ac and H3K27ac activity (41, (69) (70) (71) (72) (73) (74) . Regardless, both explanations call into question the function of H3K27ac at active regulatory elements, since CBP and p300 appear to be the primary and perhaps sole acetyltransferases to deposit this mark (17) (Figure 1B ). In the absence of CBP/p300, many genes usually associated with H3K27ac-marked regulatory elements (the enhancer-like elements defined by Shen et al. (36) ) are expressed normally. This reinforces the notion that H3K27ac is often correlative with active gene expression, rather than causative.
What is the target gene context that determines where CBP and p300 are required for full expression?
We did not identify a DNA sequence motif that correlated CBP recruitment in response to DP and the requirement of CBP and p300 for expression. However, we did find a relationship between lower density CBP recruitment proximal to the gene TSS and CBP/p300-dependence for both constitutively expressed ( Figure 3) and DP-inducible genes ( Figure 9 and Supplementary Figure S4 ). This is consistent with the 'coactivator-rich, coactivator-poor' hypothesis that we postulated previously to explain the highest recruitment of CBP and p300 by CREB target genes that required them least for their expression (14, 16, 39) . In this model, CBP (or p300) recruitment are also proxy for the recruitment of other coactivators (including other HATs) at a gene locus; thus genes which recruit the most CBP/p300 are also the most buffered by the presence of other coactivators. It is also reasonable to hypothesize that some combinations of transcription factors and cofactors, or certain epigenetic marks, may counteract or override the requirement for CBP/p300. Previous studies in our lab using plasmids failed to faithfully recapitulate the requirement of different promoters for CBP/p300, and made it impossible to perform simple regulatory element mutagenesis studies (16) . The plasmid-based results suggest that normal regulation of genes by CBP and p300 requires appropriate chromatin/chromosomal/nuclear context or larger sections of the genome.
Many factors may contribute to modest overlap between CBP recruitment and H3K27ac defined enhancer-like elements
We were surprised that only about 14% of the H3K27ac-associated enhancer-like elements in MEFs found by Shen et al. (36) were within 2 kb of a constitutive CBP peak in our study. Even allowing for differences in MEF strain backgrounds, growth conditions, and peak calling thresholds, the lack of overlap is substantial. Some of the CBP peaks we found may represent 'poised' enhancers (19) , where CBP or p300 recruitment occurs without H3K27ac. It is also possible that some of the enhancer-like elements defined by Shen et al. (36) may recruit only p300, not CBP; however, a study comparing genome-wide CBP and p300 recruitment showed that they colocalize for most regions (75) . Another intriguing possibility is that the H3K27ac mark is less transient than CBP and p300 recruitment, and thus shows where CBP and p300 have been, rather than only where they are. CBP and p300 may also acetylate histones over large distances through chromatin looping, suggesting that CBP or p300 recruitment and H3K27ac may mark different types of regulatory elements that are brought into proximity.
Effect of CBP/p300 loss on gene expression at the single cell level
Two models for how enhancers act have been put forward previously. The rate model posits that enhancers increase the rate of transcription at gene promoters. The probability model puts forward that enhancers improve the likelihood that a promoter will become transcriptionally active (76, 77) . In the rate model, a gene locus needs the enhancer activity to achieve maximal transcription, while in the probability model it does not. In order to distinguish between these models, gene expression must be measured in single cells.
Our analysis of single cells suggests that CBP and p300 can coactivate transcription by both of these mechanisms, depending on the gene context. Cacna1h and Egln3 required CBP and p300 for maximal induction in response to DP ( Figure 10D and E), suggesting that CBP and p300 impact the transcriptional rate of these genes. For Slc2a3 and Stc1, CBP and p300 affected only the probability of transcription, since some individual dKO DP cells expressed these genes to the same level as WT DP cells ( Figure 10F and G) . CBP recruitment location did not obviously correlate with which of these two CBP/p300 coactivation mechanisms is utilized. For example, DP-inducible CBP recruitment occurred about 0.5 kb from the TSS for Cacna1h and Stc1, but was promoter distal for Egln3 (∼12 kb 3 of the TSS in the first intron) and Slc2a3 (∼18.5 kb 5 of the TSS).
Amongst individual cells, there was a tendency for greater gene expression variance when CBP/p300 was deficient (Table 1). This suggests a broader phenotypic landscape in the mutant population. It is interesting to speculate how coactivator gene mutations in general might thereby enhance population fitness, which could be advantageous to cancer cells (78) (79) (80) . Indeed, mutations in epigenetic regulators, including CBP and p300, have been increasingly implicated in cancer (81) . It will be useful to examine whether increased variation in gene expression is common to mutations in this class of proteins.
Histone H3K27 acetylation is extremely dependent on the related acetyltransferases, CBP and p300, and these three entities are increasingly used to map enhancer and promoter-proximal regulatory elements. In this study we asked what the functional connection was between genomewide recruitment of CBP and gene expression. Surprisingly, we found that the majority of CBP recruitment events do not appear to stimulate nearby genes. Furthermore, singlecell analysis suggests that when CBP and p300 are required for expression, they can act by more than one transcriptional mechanism, depending on the target gene. These findings are significant as they reinforce the idea that correlation is not necessarily causation for these widely studied enhancer/promoter marks, and that individual cell and gene context needs to be considered when assessing transcriptional mechanisms.
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